THOMAS BARED

THE MOUND UNIVERSITY ALUMNI PROMINENT ON ROLL

Baron Joseph Newton was present at the annual meeting of the Mound Literary Society.

The contributions of Iowa authors to the literary field during the past year have been notable. Among them, "some" author's name is still a matter of speculation. A new member of the society, "Charles, Cardinal and Card," will be a continuation of this author's previous work on this very subject.
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IOWANS MUST SHOOT IN THEIR BEST FORM

COLUMBIA MAY PROVE TO BE STUDYING BLOCK

Tribute of Columbia show Stew Enormous Shooting in His Latest Match.

Washington, D.C., March 13—The eighth week of the Intercollegiate Rifle Shooting League matches showed Columbia University leading with the highest points among the eleven leading teams.

Missouri Agricultural College and the Iowa University are still tied for first place in single cones. At the conclusion of the regular season, a number of the Iowa cones came together in an event of the Iowa Shooting League.

The latest match was won by Columbia, which was followed by the Iowa University, the University of Washington, and the University of Minnesota. The Iowa University had the highest points of all the competing teams.

The Iowa Shooting University has become greatly interested in the success of the university athletic association in granting permission for the organization of a rifle team and recognizing the rifle team as one of the sports of the university. Plans are being made to enter a team in the Iowa Intercollegiate championship match, which will be held on March 15, 1911, at the time of the league matches for the week ending March 11 as follows:

The University of Iowa defeated Franklin University, 1935 to 1714, in the first match. The University of Iowa defeated North Carolina Agricultural College, 1941 to 1423, in the second match. The University of Iowa defeated New Hampshire College, 1713 to 1098, in the third match. The University of Iowa defeated Minnesota, 1786 to 1149, in the fourth match. The University of Iowa defeated University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the fifth match. The University of Iowa defeated the Iowa State University, 1786 to 1149, in the sixth match. The University of Iowa defeated the University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the seventh match. The University of Iowa defeated the University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the eighth match. The University of Iowa defeated the University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the ninth match. The University of Iowa defeated the University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the tenth match. The University of Iowa defeated the University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the eleventh match. The University of Iowa defeated the University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the twelfth match. The University of Iowa defeated the University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the thirteenth match. The University of Iowa defeated the University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the fourteenth match. The University of Iowa defeated the University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the fifteenth match. The University of Iowa defeated the University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the sixteenth match. The University of Iowa defeated the University of Minnesota, 1713 to 1149, in the seventeenth match.
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Cigars, Pipes and Tobacco
Come in and look over this stock.

O. H. FINK

SEVEN UP

You get Grandpa Coffee for breakfast and you face a day full of lessons. It's the kind that never drove any one to Postum. Start the day right and see the landlady serves you Grathr's Blend.
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UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE ON THE CORNER

Carl Books and Supplies For ALL COLLEGES

Prices Always Right

APPLIED COLLEGE JEWELRY
ALWAYS IN STOCK AT BOOK STORE BUDGET

Don't Strain Your Eyes

But use Gas or Electric Light for studying...
A good light is necessary—Why use a poor one...

Iowa City Gas and Electric

No matter how carefully or expensively one dresses—the entire scene is perceptibly sharpened by an ill-fitting collar...
The perfect fit so necessary cannot he had in collars with buttonholes that quickly stretch and rip out.

STUDENTS ATTENTION

We are fixed to accommodate FIFTY STUDENTS with table board at $3.00 per week. We have a clean, up-to-date hotel and solicit your patronage. Try us for a week and you'll never leave. Just across street from interurban depot.

Marshall-O'Brien
116 Iowa Avenue

Dental Supplies...

TRY

The THOMAS HARDWARE
On the Corner
On the Corner

MAX MAYER

Notice Juniors
Do you know what $1 will do for your Hawkeye picture? If not call at

Crawford's RESIDENCE STUDIO

ACTIVITY OF IOWA

WritTERS CONTINUE
(Continued from page 1)

and shows charm of a rare quality. In the same number of this magazine occurs a clever tale by Editha Haig called "A Case of True Pol


nessity." Lewis Washington Smith, present professor of English in Drake university, who will be remembered as an of

and a genuine romancer, entitled "Hans, Emerson, and Nietzsche—The Individualists," and a poem of three verses, entitled "Harpoar.

The former has not been reviewed but the latter is well-handled, thoughtful and picturesque. Roy Norton of Clarinda, the popular En


trope with a story called "The Art of Love," comes out this month in the Popular Science Monthly with a critical

article, entitled "Hans, Emerson, and Nietzsche—The Individualists," and a poem of three verses, entitled "Harpoons." The

famous, and the dash-

of the most of the Popular magazine. Besides he is one of the contributors in the Metropolitan story paper.

The near future will witness the debut of several new literary efforts.

Among them is a novel by Frank Thompson called "The Glory of the Conquered." This book was to have been ready for sale last fall, but owing to the author's prolonged ill

ness has been delayed. At the present time she has a story for the Sunday Star-Oeven known as the title of "From A to Z." This is a


has a story called "Love Under Fire" in an

story which is "out to arrest the clear the field quite the earth for the victim." It is a love story glorifying in the "Hans, Emerson, and Nietzsche—The


is the book of the love story of the year. "Casablanca," a romantic novel of the period of the French and Italian War, by John Steinbeck of The Magna

lives, hold him to arrest considerate

able attention. The plot is laid in this country when it was less than a year ago, and it deals with the

vexating, unless one does. Heart inter-

and patriotism are the foremost qualities of the work. "A Bewitch of Peace and Other Stories," by Will Lilliendle, the promising, you unfortu-

nately shirt-fried Iowa writer, will be reprinted this spring. This novel, it will be remembered, from the basis of the play "Where the

the Trail Divides," dramatized by Robert Bloch. Other contributions worthy of notice are "Puffing the Earth's Molotov," a scientific article with an adventurous title, by F. C. Marshall in the Fireman Technical World, which deals with the wonders accomplished with steam pump machines in modern fire fighting. "The Handkerchief," a stirring story of romantic proportions by Eugene Rice lately appearing in the Evening Post, and "The Danger of Twisted Stones" by Ellis Parker Butler in the Illustrated Sunday Magazine. The last is high in amusing, and will bear current in a leisure hour.

A COMMERCIAL EDUCATION is of great value to you. No matter what your vocation may be. It will pay you END lF 1TF I 1N.

WRITE US TO DAY

WRITE US TO DAY

Cedar Rapids Business College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

JUNIORS

Make engagements now for your Photos. Special rates given to all juniors at

Townsend's Studio

Nobby Party Slippers in Satins and Suede

Mat Calf Pumps for Men

Mueller Bros. 115

Clinton Street

Fry's Pure Collawater

in bottles and jugs. Shipman only by G. F. Fry & Co. from the original Fry Mineral Springs located at Colusa, IOWA. HENRY L. F. Fry

and J. U. MILLER COTTAGE WORKS, speakers for how to purify water, will be at City, have the water fresh from the Springs always on hand and will fill all orders promptly.

Better Shine Up Now Don't envy the man with a clean shirt. Be our patron and have that one which will make the other fellow envy you. If you don't understand CALL US UP

C. O. D. LAUNDRY

Luscombe for Your ANNUAL PHOTOS

Iowa City Academy,

Prepares Students for State University. Fine Opportunity to make up deficiencies

W. A. WILLIS, Principa

FLORAL DECORATIONS for ALL OCCASIONS

The artistic floral ability of Aldons is well known. No matter whether you desire a modest tribute of respect, or a more elaborate table decoration, coupest Aldons and the results will be satisfactory.

Greenhouses—Church and Dodge.
Store—18 S. Clinton Street.
Is more adorable than the Mozart Palmetto Chotes.

The recent performance of the choir was practically the same as the one given at the Holy Lands School last week. The choir gave a splendid performance of all the music they have come out of the Iowa chapter to date. The choir will hold their official organ recital in the Iowa chapter of the Y. M. C. A. on Monday evening, March 14.

The committee for the Y. M. C. A. has been working on the Y. M. C. A. work, and is planning to open the Y. M. C. A. work for the community at large. The committee will hold a meeting at the Holy Lands School on Monday evening, March 14.

There seems to have been very little action taken by the Senate committee for the suppression of intrusion.

NOTICE! NOTICE!

YETTER’S GRAND MILLENNIUM OPENING will take place Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, March 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18.

SPECIAL—Monday we place on sale 500 Ladles’ New and Tailored Hats at a positive saving of 25 per cent to Mr. per cent. Come and see these pretty new hats.

REMEMBER—The first of this season is the most favorable time to select your Spring Suit and Coat. Ward and Green’s YETTER’s Ready-to-Wear department is fairly brimming with large selections—new appeal—Come In Now—Don’t Wait.

ATTENTION

If you are not already a patron of the DEEPS LAUNDRY become one at once.

Your clothes will last longer and look better if we launder them for you. A kid will convince you of the merit of our work.

JOHN R. THOMAS

Dealer in all kinds of Coal, Coke, Wood, Flour and Feed.

Coal yards and Feed Mill Cross, Wabasso, and Van dans and Wabasso.

Telephone 456.

TEIKAS, IOWA.

Lilley Uniforms

Are made of the best quality of cloths, Perfect Military fitting.

Hat, Cap, Cheerleaders, Shoulder Knot, swords etc.

For Lilly Goods Call on

WILLNER’S

MAX MAVER

JOS. SLAVATA

OR

COAST & SONS

Gay Lewis & Co.

Fresh and Salt Meats

Fish, Game and Poultry

216 E. College St.

Telephone 61

REICHARD

The Confectioner

Palmetto Chocolates and Specialty:

All Candies Home-made. Joe Crystals made of sugar and swished with sugar. Joe Crystals for those who have no time to make their own Joe Crystals. Joe Crystals made specially for you.

For Lilly Goods Call on

HOPKINS BROS. CO.

BASE BALL STORE

The summer season brings the base ball fever and with it the new things you will have to have to make your work this year a successful one. Our new Base Ball Goods are Here.


Will you want anything in our line this season? We are in fine shape right now to take care of you. Look out and enjoy.

Order Early

HOPKINS BROS. CO.

Adolph Wilkens, Inc.

Largest Sporting Goods House in the West.

DES MOIN, IOWA.